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By Vernon Felton
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He's been called "a force to be reckoned with" and "a financial phenomenon." His first movie earned
more than $140 million dollars. He also lives in a pineapple unde~ the sea. I'm talking about
SpongeBob SquarePants.
Spongey•whuh? If your social circle lacks seven-year-olds or your TV is
simply stuck on CNN, you might draw a blank at the mention of this
name. Rest assured, however, that more than 56 million of your fellow
Americans- young and old alike-tune in to SpongeBob SquarePants every
month and are intimately familiar with all things SpongeBob·ish.
What you are about to read, however, isn't actually a story about
SpongeBob. It's Stephen Hillenburg's story. Hillenburg is the artist and
Humboldt State alumnus who created this yellow, global phenomenon.
What happens when following your dream winds up changing the world?
It's not a question many of us will ever ask ourselves, but it's something
Hillenburg has cause to ponder.

Love at First Tide Pool
Stephen Hillenburg's story does not begin on, under or even near the sea.
In fact, it starts 1,315 miles away from the closest beach, on a military base
in Fort Sills, Oklahoma. That's where Stephen Hillenburg spent his early
years, His father, an Army enlisted man, eventually moved the family to
Southern California where the elder Hillenburg joined the civilian ranks
as a draftsman in the booming aerospace industty.
From an early age, Stephen was
drawn to the tidepools around
Dana Point and Laguna Beach.
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"They mesmerized me back then and, to be honest, still do todayt
explains Hillenburg. "Ifyou look closely at a tide pool, there are countless
life forms with incredibly diverse types of adaptations that are just
bizarre. You never know what you'll find."
A high school scuba course convinced Hillenburg that his career lay in
marine biology and at 20, he packed his bags and headed north to HSU.
Humboldt State is a long way from sunny Orange County. What ~
him to the North Coast? Hillenburg
laughs thinking back on his
motivation, "Because it
was such a long way
from Orange County!
I'd always heard of
Humboldt being this
great school up in
the redwoods. It just
sounded like a great
place to explore."
At Humboldt State,
Stephen immersed himself
in the natural sciences.

Halfway through his schooling, however, he had a revelation: he was
more fond of paint brushes than microscopes. "I always had a passion
fur art; I just never really believed that someone would actually pay me
to do something like that," says Hillenburg. "My pragmatic side had
been saying, 'Well, you better learn something practical.' So I decided
to shift gears and pursue both science and art."

/'d alwayJ keahd of l-lumholdt hei«fJ tltiJ
gheat .Jcnool up iH tke hedwood.t Itju.Jt
Aou«ded like agheat place to explohe.
Altering bis course slightly, Rlllenburg minored in ut and majored in
natural resources interpretation, with an emphasis in marine science.
His goal: to one day tl.esign exhibits at aquariums or coastal parks.

•Being at Humboldt really helped me exph:,re all tlie things l was
interested in," says Hillenburg. •r also really connected with the art
sdiool professors- in part.iaular, Anarew Young. Andrew helped me
blossom as a paml:eli. Ele told me once to go home and painllanytning I
wantecl-but that.Icould only take five-minutes to do it. Maybe that's
a common exercise, but it's exactly how I paint now- very fast and'
quick. In fact, if you look at all the SpongeBob backgrounds, you'll see
they are that-loose, wet style. Andrew was very instrumental in hel_ping
me find my style. I definitely came away with a positive exper ience
from Humboldt."
Hillenburg graduated from HSU in 1984 and
began work at the Orange County
Marine Institute in Dana
Point, California .
For three years, he
designed exhioits
and educated visitors
on the finer points
of marine ecology.
But art s chool was
in Hillenburg's cards.
Inspired by the innovative,
animated shorts he saw at
film festivals, he pursued
and received a master's degree
in experimental animation
from the California Institute

a segment of the SpongeBob SquarePants show. If you're not among
those millions, here's a quick synopsis. A square, yellow sponge (a
cross between Jerry Lewis and Voltaire's Candide) bumbles good
naturedly through life. He lives in a pineapple which is located in an
aquatic Mayberry called Bikini Bottom. The sponge works as a fry cook
and generally foils all that is dastardly in life with his unstoppable
optimism. His best friends are a dim-witted starfish named Patrick
and a Karate-loving squirrel from Texas who roams the ocean in a
NASA-style space suit.
SpongeBob SquarePants is, all in all, a fantastically odd and wonderful
show. So odd, in fact, that Hillenburg never guessed it'd be such a big
hit. "I mean, I set out to do this show that I actually thought would be
too weird for the general public," admits Hillenburg. ~Put it this way- if
you make a show about a sponge, you don't set your sights really high.
At best, I imagined we might get a small cult following."
When did he realize that he'd created a major hit? "It sort of creeped up
on me. I was driving down to Baja on a surf trip and at the Mexican border
there were all these ceramic SpongeBobs. When you see that happen, you
lmow something big has happened It was a bizarre moment. I really didn't
expect what I was doing to have any kind of mass appeal or success."

Big Business in Bikini Bottom
SpongeBob SquarePants does, indeed, possess mass appeal. More than
56 million Americans follow the sponge's deeds every month. The show
is synaicated in 171 markets around the world and has been translated
intb more.than 26 languages. While those stats are impressive, they may
soon seem downright modest. Nickelodeon's parent company, Viacom,
just launclbed SpongeBob in Ghina and Japan this past December.
1he antics at-Bikini Bottom could reach 300 million households in
China alone.
But, in a sense, TV
ratings are just the
tip of the iceberg.
SpongeBob's biggest
impact may be the
thousands ofproducts
that bear his image.
USA Today reported
battk in 2002, that
there were well over
10,000 separate
SpongeBob-themed
products being
marketed by 75
licensees. SpongeBob makes a lot of money for his owner, Viacom (which,
in standard entertainment industry fashion, possesses the rights to the
character). In the past six years, SpongeBob lias racked up more tlian 4
billion dollars in retail sales alone. And yes, that's billion with a "b".
Burger King, Microsoft, Nintendo, Sony and Target are just a few of
the companies that have jumped on tlie SquarePants men:handizing
bonanza. While many of the prodw:ts take the funn of typical ahilaren's
fare-bedsheets, video games, ice cream bars, and so forth- more than
half of all SpongeBob merchandise is targeted directly at adults. Ki& ,
after all, ~re not the ones buying the SpongeBob steering wlieel covers,
tiowling balls, belly button rings or thong underwear. The Porous One

has strong pull with the over-18 crowd. In fact, Nielsen ratings indicate
that the cartoon has consistently drawn a monthly fan base of between
12.9 and 18.6 million adults.

Following Your Heart
What does Hillenburg attribute the show's widespread success to?
~I don't really have an answer to that. There's certainly no magic method
to making people like a show. Maybe what you're doing in a certain time
is attractive to a mass audience. Maybe not. There's a bit ofluck and
serendipity there. The crew and I just set out to make something funny.

I «eveh dhea111ed I'd he doi«g tltiA iH
bfe. /'ve hee« i«chedihly fohtu«ate. I feel
like IJuAf lucked ouf-AehiouA/y.
Something that we personally liked and that no one had seen before."
Is there a downside to having your creation become a worldwide icon?
"Probably the thing that I dread the most," says Hillenburg, "is oversaturation. Obviously SpongeBob is everywhere. I tend to prefer things
that are a little on the margins, so it's funny that it turned out this way.
But the popularity of SpongeBob is sort of out of my control...There
are times when I think, 'I didn't expect my creation to wind up on this.'
When I look at someone's panties and I see the face of SpongeBob
on it, man, that's just weird. But you know," he concludes with
a laugh, "you can't think too hard about that one."
Hillenburg bas plenty on his mind as it is. For years, SpongeBob
was the center of his every waking thought. Stephen's head
was a stressful space to visit. Over 250 people work on SpongeBob
SquarePants at any given time. Each episode takes about nine months
to complete, so several shows are being created simultaneously.
Hillenburg likens the hectic pace to working in
an automotive factory.
Following two years of hard work on
the SpongeBob movie (one
of the biggest
box office

draws of 2004), SpongeBob's creator reigned things in a little. As
the Executive Producer, Hillenburg is still intimately involved with
SpongeBob SquarePants, but he's scaled things back to a more manageable
level. He no longer drives to Burbank every day. The office FedEx's each
day's project to his house. He works at home, he surfs, he paints and
he's focusing on the future.
What's been the most enjoyable aspect ofhaving manned the SpongeBob
juggernaut?
"Well, there's the satisfaction of working with a lot of talented people
and knowing we've made a lot ofcreative episodes that I really like. Right
now, I'd have to say the best aspect of the whole thing is the freedom
it has allowed me. I can focus on some projects that are perhaps a little
more...experimental. Maybe I'll try live action. I'm interested in painting
again. I'm also spending a lot more time with my family and that's the
most important thing."
Hillenburg pauses for a moment as he considers the trajectory his life
has taken. "I've never been the kind of person who tries to schedule their
life by following market trends. That just isn't how I operate. I think you
have to follow your instincts and be really honest with yourself about
where your passions lie. I think it comes down to following your heart.
Of course, there are no guarantees that it will work out the way you
think it will. I never dreamed I'd be doing this in life. I've been incredibly
fortunate. I feel like I just lucked out-seriously."

